
Abstract
This investigation is testing how the type of material placed on a 

drumhead will affect the volume of the drum. I am trying to dampen the 
sound of my drum set to make it quieter and other people more 
comfortable. I thought that the denser material would dampen sound 
better because the sound would be dispersed through the molecules. I 
tested vinyl, foamboard, artificial turf, blue carpet, black foam flooring. I 
measured the density of each material, and then measured the average 
decibels as I drummed on the materials for 15 seconds three times each.

Title: Downing Drumming Decibels 



Introduction
I came up with the idea for this project based on my 3rd grade SARSEF project. For that 

project, I was figuring out how the amount of sticks on a drumstick affected drum volume. I 
noticed that when more drumsticks were on a single stick, less volume was made by the 
drum. I wanted to find another way for there to be less sound, so when I practice, I do not 

disturb people. I also want for people to not pay much for there to be less volume on a drum.

My experiment problem is, 
“How will the type of material placed on a drumhead affect the volume of the drum?”

The purpose of this project is to know which material makes the drum be the most quiet. This 
will help people who do not like it when other people practice loud drums.

Title: Downing Drumming Decibels 



Research - What is a drum?
A drum is a musical instrument that is struck with the hand or with drumsticks. It can be 

used in many different music like rock, jazz, country, blues, and many others. They are a 
percussion instrument that keeps the beat. The drummer has to play faster or slower to 
make sure the music stays with the beat. A drum kit is made up of a bass drum, snare drum, 
tom toms, a floor tom, a hi-hat and a crash cymbal and a ride cymbal. A snare drum is a 
drum with small cables of metal wire stretched across the bottom to make tat tat sounds. The 
largest drum that is struck with a hammer by pressing with one's foot and to keep the beat is 
the bass drum. Tom toms are two drums across the top of the kit and one on the floor with its 
own legs making high to low tunes.  Cymbals are concave plates of brass or bronze that 
produce a sharp ringing sound when struck. They are played either in pairs by being 
together or singly by being struck with a drumstick.



Research - What is Sound and Known Sound Dampeners?

Sound is made up of vibrations. They are formed by objects vibrating. They travel 
through water, air and solid objects. The bigger the sound wave, the more energy they carry 
and the louder they sound. The loudness of a sound wave depends on its amplitude. 
Amplitude is a measure of the displacement of the wave from its rest position. Decibels are 
the units used to measure the volume of sound. The sound an object makes changes 
depending on how fast it is vibrating. Frequency is the number of times per second that the 
wave cycles. When another object vibrates faster, high-pitched sounds are heard. 
Low-pitched sounds come from things vibrating more slowly. 

Some sound dampeners can be acoustic foam, acoustic fabric panels, sound absorbing 
curtains, sound blankets, and sound absorbing underlayment. Acoustic panels are built in 
solid wood frame that is wrapped in fabric. Sound absorbing curtains don’t block sound. 
They absorb it. Sound blankets are used when you are moving, but can stop sound. Sound 
absorbing underlayment is made to block a lot of sound.



Variables and Hypothesis/Prediction
Independent Variable: 

type of material used.

Dependent Variable:
volume of drum  

Controlled Variables: 
● Angle of stick strike 
● How hard the stick strikes
● Type of drum
● Type of stick
● Area of material 

Hypothesis: 

If the density of the material 
increases, then the volume of 
the drums will decrease because 

density is the amount of matter 
in a space. Matter is made up 

of molecules. The sound will be 
dispersed through the molecules 

and dampen the sound 
that makes it through.  



Materials
● 14 by 14 piece of foam board
● 14 by 14 piece of vinyl
● 14 by 14 piece of turf
● 14 by 14 piece of blue carpet
● 14 by 14 piece of black flooring

● Scissors
● Ruler
● Pencil
● Decibel sound app
● Drum stick
● Snare drum
● Razor
● Sharpie Marker  
● Chalk 
● E Ring
● Cutting Board



Procedures
1. Use E-ring as template on vinyl.
2. Trace E-ring with sharpie marker.
3. Cut vinyl with razor blade or scissors to fit drum head.
4. Place phone with app 3 feet away from drum.
5. Place vinyl on drum head.
6. Drum on snare for 15 seconds. 
7. Repeat step 6 for 2 more times.
8. Record decibels for the three trials.
9. Calculate the average for all three trials and record this number. 

10. Do step 1-9, but use turf on drum head.
11. Do step 1-9, but use black flooring on drum head.
12. Do step 1-9, but use blue carpet on drum head.
13. Do step 1-9, but use foam board on drum head.
14. Do step 1-9, with nothing on the drum head.



Results
Material Observations

Foam Board red,difficult to cut, thick material, stiff 
When drumming: Cracking, not gripping well

Vinyl
Grey, looks like metal, thin, grippy, flexible, fits shape of 
drum well
When drumming, material stayed in place

Turf
Green, looks like grass, has black backing, rough texture
When drumming, flakes apart as used, material stayed in 
place

Blue Carpet
Blue, you can see through it in the sun, no backing, 
flexible
When drumming, moved around

Black Foam Black, sparkles in the sun, flexible and stiff, 
When drumming, slides off, not grippy



Results

Material Mass Volume Density Sound 
Trial #1

Sound 
Trial #2

Sound 
Trial #3

Average 
Sound

None N/A N/A N/A 96.0 db 97.8 db 99.6 db 96.8 db

Foam Board 61.0 g 497.69 cm3 0.12 g/cm3 90.5 db 92.7 db 92.7 db 92.0 db

Vinyl 171 g 99.54 cm3 1.72 g/cm3 93.9 db 94.6 db 94.9 db 94.5 db

Turf 83 g 398.15 cm3 0.21 g/cm3 95.2 db 95.1 db 95.6 db 95.3 db

Blue Carpet 49 g 497.69 cm3 0.10 g/cm3 93.2 db 92.2 db 92.4 db 92.6 db

Black Foam 96 g 497.69 cm3 0.19 g/cm3 83.6 db 85.6 db 88.2 db 86.8 db

Best Drum Stick with  
Black Foam

N/A N/A N/A 80.2 db 84.3 db 82.0 db 82.2 db



Results



Results



Conclusion/Discussion
The material that had the most density was the vinyl. The material that was the least 

dense was the blue carpet. After testing the drum heads, the black flooring dampened the 
sound the most. The material that dampened the sound the least was the turf. When I used 
the best sound dampening drumstick with the best sound dampening material, it dampened 
the sound by a lot. 

I am rejecting my hypothesis. My hypothesis predicted that the best sound dampener 
will be the material with the most density. The material that dampened the sound the most 
had a low density. Some flaws I saw was that during my trials some of the materials slipped 
and I had to hold them in place. If I wanted to make the best sound dampener a product I will 
need to have a way to attach the material to the drum. In my previous experiment, I tested to 
see if more sticks attached as one drumstick would better dampen sound, and when I used 
the best drumstick (14 sticks) and the best sound dampening material (black foam), it 
dampened the sound even further. Some people do not like loud sounds, so using this 
combination will dampen the sound so those people are more comfortable.
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